Introduction
My aim is to show that it is, at least at some deep level, pointless to approach the semantics of prepositions by their spatial meaning or use, which is commonly identified with its literal or prototypical meaning, as opposed to its secondary or extended metaphorical meaning(s) (see e.g. Lindstromberg 1997) . Such an assumption is based on the hypothesis of an a priori isomorphism between the properties of « spatial language », and especially prepositions, and those of externally perceived space. This view can be challenged in many ways. 1.1. On a cognitive side, it should be underlined that, inherent to this current conceptualization of language (more or less construed as a reputedly faithful copy of the world), there are assumptions which overlook or forget both the teachings of phenomenology and of psychology ( gestalt theory and developmental psychology) dealing with autocentric spaces bound to the exploration and discovery of the body. Speech should firstly be considered as a reinforcement of the egocentric activity, which accompanies the experience, rather than it represents it. Presentation of spatial descriptions in terms of connecting to one another detached entities (landmark/trajector) is bound to a displacement of scenes towards the point of view of the observer (for example the experience of a child who is to be « picked up » only has an element of verticality when perceived from a certain distance in a schematic framework). In other words it is the result of an inference which is bound to a projection in a naturalized space with strong euclidization of its frame. However, what seems to influence language at its most profound level, is the Lebenswelt, the experience of the body in its relationship to the environment and to others. This insistance on the self centered physical experience is exemplified by experiential, qualitative terms : resistance/yielding, holding tight, rupture, softness, roughness, bury, block, insert, get rid of, drown, touch, etc. For example the 'motif' of containment is much richer than the relationship between the container and the contained. English « up » is conceptually an aspectual marker for completion, and not essentially an indication of verticality, etc. Meaning is thus firstly anchored in anticipation, qualitative, often synesthesic feelings, and not in a directional grasping of « objects ». 1.2. On a linguistic side, it is well known that, in many languages, localisation or local meaning is not expressed by prepositions, but holistically, and more specifically by some adverbs, classifiers, nouns, or typically by predicates (position and/or movement verbs…). For example in Tzeltal, a Mayan language, there is only one so called "preposition" which introduces instrumental, purpose, manner, time, place adverbials after the verb: TA. TA + PLACE can mean in/to/at/from a place (alluding to work by Penelope Brown, 1994) . In a similar fashion, the chinese preposition ZAI has both a very generic locative-functional and an existential meaning combining with adverbials or classifiers which specify space positions or localizations. Partly like in many other languages (e.g. Spanish and Serbo-croatian), in Palikur, an Arawak language of Northern Bresil and F. Guyana, the so-called classifiers do not show the difference between ON and IN (suport and containment). But more specifically in Palikur (and possibly in many other languages of the Amazonian area), one does not keep distinct object and place, WHAT and WHERE. Space is not conceived of as a uniform and homogeneous pre-existing receptacle for all experiences and events occuring « in » it. For example , the classifiers « inuewu », « ukuni » and « inugik » designate what may happen in what we call « sky ». Each of these three markers can be considered a specific indication for accessing what is « up » in the natural environment, from the viewpoint of a human being : « inuewu » is used to refer to natural, more or less cosmological, mouvements in the sky : sun, rain, stars, swarms of birds or insects ; « ukuni » is more concerned with what is seen as being most probably closer and at a rather low altitude : dark clouds; « inugik » is used, so to say, to avoid distinguishing between « object » and « event », for disappearances, planes or birds flying away, and… God ! But such a non-distinction between what and where can be evidenced more marginally in every language. Think of English the sky is low ! In Corean, there is a different word for top depending on whether or not it is considered the result of an ascension, whether you see it, or attempt to attain it.
Cognition and Typology
2.1. As far as Indo-european languages are concerned, it is well known that we tend to fancy a systematic isomorphism between the system of spatial prepositions and a topologic, systemic vision of some kind of neutralized space. This space is commonly conceived of as a mapping of geometric entities (plan, point, line, volume, positions, etc.) idealized in some schematic imagery (for example, Lakoff who includes prepositions among words that have "image schematic meaning") with kinestesic schemas or principles : orientation, motion, path, shape, landmark/trajector distribution, points of view (deictic, intrinsic) and so on. It is based as well, contrary to Tzeltal or Palikur, on a clearcut distinction between objects and places or positions. A second aspect is the tendency to assimilate the core meanings of individual prepositions with some basic, more or less "casual" (or circonstantial) notions like agent, purpose, manner, means, instrument, cause, and with the different "euclidian" location or localizations, etc. For example, as was recalled by V Brondal (1950) , Leibniz considered that prepositions and particles give an insight into the main categories of intuition or cognition.
2.2. An other, already mentioned, aspect of this oversimplification is bound to the pervasing idea of a « literal », more or less « concrete » meaning of linguistic expressions. Too closely identified with an idealized notion of reference it underestimates the qualitative and aspectual dimensions of spatial indications themselves. This alledged first meaning is referentially construed as an extraction from the exteriorized representational layer, notwithstanding the qualitative/aspectual dimension of spatial expressions. Furthermore, more generally, it ignores the essential fact that words, before being referential labels are the mediators in the apprehension and qualitative constitution of « objects ». These objects themselves emerge from the semiotic process.
Moreover it underevaluates and relegates the immediate requalification of words in other domains or registers, temporal and/or qualitative, that can hardly be separated from space. This requalification, which is wrongly disguised when considered a matter of transposition, transfer to separated domains, or metaphor (« extension » of the meaning), is genetically founded in the continuity of the immediate donation of the « world » in the experience. This continuous requalification of (spatial) language is a logical consequence of a necessarily phenomenological access to the world.
2.3. English is often presented as a « satellite-framed » language (Talmy, 2000, among many others) . This means that bordering and vectorization of positions and movements are to be expressed by satellite morphemes : affixes, adverbs, prepositional phrases. Such a typological feature -contrasting partly with French being more or less « verb-framed » because its movement verbs integrate in their core meaning vectorizing and bordering cues (aller, entrer, partir, passer, sortir, venir) -implies that English verbs are strongly « qualitative » : they don't code a movement, but a way of moving. As such they could be said to be aspectually « massive », or imperfective, although, as is well known i , not as clearly as Russian or German for example. So, the propension to delineate spatial expressions in terms of landmark / trajector might be reinforced by this typological feature, i.e. by some necessity for the processes or « eventualities » to be externaly delimitated, a tendency which is probably more pregnant in English than in other languages. Anyway our point is here to show that it should not be projectively confused with a universal way of construing space.
2.4. There are several linguistic arguments, which could be borrowed from different languages, against this generalization. It would be confusing not to relativize strongly the view that prepositions are « relational » words. First of all, it is well known that they are very akin to adverbs and particles. It would be more appropriate to speak of prepositional and adverbial uses of morphems (examples in French are après ii , avec, contre, derrière, devant, pour) . In Old-French, adverbial (or intransitive, « absolute ») uses of these morphems were more frequent.
2.5.
An other aspect is the evident fact that the difference between close (grammatical) classes and open (lexical) classes is overestimated in contemporary Linguistics.
2.6. Partly for specific linguistic reasons, in French, the direct identification of movement with a schematic path (landmark/trajector) is not so evident. The gap between grammar and space cognition (landmark/trajector) is more acute.
Paul part
Paul is going away Paul sort Paul is going out Où est-il arrivé ?
Where is he arrived at ? A quelle heure il entre?
At what time does he get in ? Il entre dans la maison He walks into the house Il traverse la rivière à la nage He swims across the river Il revient à cinq heures He will be back at five ! Contrary to the english verb, which frames the scene by use of the satellite (prepositions or prepositional phrases), the french verb contains inherent indications for framing the scene. In the grammatical dimension of the problem (satellite-framed vs verb-framed), we are more deeply concerned with more general characteristics than with specific spatial orientations :
The english verbs are often more « imperfective » or even « massive » as in French (compare il sort/ *he goes. He is going is possible but only if we already know where or when !).
A new theoretical framework
3.1. I now wish to summarize some of the views we are arrived at (especially with F. Lebas and Y.M. Visetti) in recent work dealing with French prepositions.
-Classifying prepositions and their meanings in terms of an ontological categorization can be considered a theoretical 'mistake' in approximately the same sense that it is a mistake to confuse phonetics and phonemics (I will thus use the terms emic/etic, borrowed more generally to Pike (Pike, 1971) ).
-Space is far from being in any sense a primitive: in a Kantian version, it is the very generic foundation of human experience. It can be, through human perception and action, vectorized, thus discontinous, indexical, biased by human body or attraction, deictical or object-internal. It can as well be functionalized, subjectified, metaphorized, and so on.
-With the semantics of prepositions, we find in a particularly striking form the problem of the relation to space and to the physical world. Most often there is a trend towards relying on a very general psychological prototype, according to which language, at its most fundamental level, encodes tangible and/or physical structures. Therefore, in order to describe prepositions, as well as other categories of words, linguistics should favor spatial and/or concrete uses, and even take them as a primary basis for all the other ones. This idea leads in cognitive semantics, and also in grammaticalization theories, to a hierarchy of meanings, which starts from spatial or physical values, taken as literal meanings, up to temporal or abstract meanings, which are supposed to be derived from the previous ones by some kind of metaphorical transfer process. However, authors like Lakoff, Langacker, Talmy or Vandeloise underline that these primary values proceed from specifically linguistic schemes, which should not be confused with perceptive 'external' structures: indeed they are far more schematic, and at the same time genuinely linguistic, since for example they shape space by introducing 'fictive' contours or 'fictive' motions (Talmy 2000) . But in spite of these important addings, the primacy (and/or the prototypical status) of the spatial and/or physical meanings is not questioned.
-Concerning the type of those linguistic schemes, and their relation to our external, everyday perception, we have seen that two main attitudes can be distinguished: -sometimes (Langacker, particularly) the realm of dimensions prescribed by the historical Kantian framework is centered on purely abstract 'configurational' dimensions (abstract topology, abstract dynamics) ; those dimensions are supposed to be a permanent and obligatory basis of language in all semantic domains ; on the contrary, dimensions like 'forces' (and a fortiori dimensions like interiority, animacy, agency,…) are considered as less grammatical, secondary dimensions, coming only from more or less prototypical uses (e.g. referring to the external perceived space) ; they can only add themselves to the configurational dimensions, and never 'neutralize' them -sometimes the realm of dimensions is not reduced (Talmy, Vandeloise) ; but this realm is considered primarily as part of our experience of the external physical world ; spatial uses are more than typical, they are the primary ones; and all other uses are considered to be derived by a kind of metaphorical process.
3.2. The approach we advocate is different iii . It aims at going beyond this kind of schematism, while keeping some of its 'good' properties. The exact abstraction level as well as the interior diversity of each scheme are a first key matter: abstract topological and/or cinematic characterizations are too poor, and schemes weighted from the beginning by spatial or physical values are too specific, and furthermore rely on a very peculiar conception of spatial and physical experience. Actually, more 'intentional' or 'praxeologic' dimensions, intuitively related to 'interiority', 'animacy', 'expressiveness', 'appropriation', 'control', 'dependence', 'anticipation' etc. are needed. By entering in the process of discourse, these dimensions -configurational or not -can be neatly put forward by speech, or alternately kept inside the dynamics of the construction of meaning as a more or less virtual aspect of what is thematized. In particular, configurational or morphological values are not a systematic basis: they may be pushed in the background, or even disappear, superseded by others, which are quite equally fundamental and grammatical. There is therefore no a priori reason for sorting out and eliminating some of these dimensions from the original linguistic schemes we are seeking. But we have to consider these dimensions at a very generic level, so as to assume that they are systematically put into play, and worked out by each use. For these reasons, and for others which will appear later, we shall drop the designation of scheme, and adopt the word motif to express the kind of 'germ of meaning' we attribute to each preposition.
Some sketchy considerations on French Prepositions
There are great differences in the systems of prepositions in French and English, especially concerning so-called « colourless » or only weakly depictable "space" prepositions.
4.1. Let me first speak about the preposition EN. I will show two points: -there is no clear-cut distinction between spatial and non-spatial uses or senses; -the emic meaning of it should be accessed in an immediate combination of schematic and intentional dimensions: Let's have a look at folllowing phrases :
(1) pommier en fleurs apple tree in bloom (2) chien en chaleur dog in heat (3) femme en cheveux hair-dressed woman (4) propos en l'air words up in the air
The sense of these phrases can be paraphrazed by following intuitive formulations or characterizations : "globally saturated physical image" (1), "invasion" (2), "emblematic access" (3), "taken over from the inside/outside" (4).
They tend to show that space is only involved at an etic level, and in some sort of continuous variation. The characterisations can be resumed in an unique notion, or motif, of coalescence, with no emic limits or "bornage" (bordering), and assymetricaly oriented toward the referent of the second NP. The image of the first NP is, so to say, absorbed in the image of the second (fleurs, chaleur, cheveux, air) . But this motif is not only schematic or perceptual. It coalesces with a more instructional dimension: one has to associate the resulting image with its perspective, and with the intention through which or by which it was brought about. The scene is necessarily animated by the process which generated it. Otherwise other prepositions like DANS (with its bornage instruction) or even AVEC would be more appropriate. A more direct evidence for this rather intuitive interpretation can be drawn from other data where space is not involved : There seems to be a rather regular paradigm of such cases, where only the "resulting states" which can be associated with the intentional, subjective object-oriented path, or purpose that brought them about can be correctly introduced by EN. For example Max est en vie is pragmatically possible only in as much as one has reasons to believe that he could be dead (after some accident, presumably); Max est en faute, because he has done or said something which happened to be wrong or inappropriate; Max est en beauté means more than Max est beau : that he tried or at least, wished to be handsome ...
4.2.
Even more evidently, it is impossible to differentiate spatial and not spatial in the case of PAR.
être emporté par le courant to get carried away by the current passer par le jardin to go through the garden prendre par la gauche to take a lefthand turn regarder par le trou de la serrure to look through the key-hole attraper par la cravate to grab by the tie tuer par balle to kill by bullets convaincre par son comportement to convince by one's behaviour impressionner par son intelligence to impress by/with one's intelligence passer par des moments difficiles to come through hard times renoncer par lassitude to give up from/because of lassitude.
In English, BY works better with active referents and tends to internalize them in the scope of the schema, while with more external complements, THROUGH or even BECAUSE OF are better, and WITH seems at least to initiate a motion of externalization, or "parallelization". As is well known, PAR is typically used to express agentivity in passive constructions or in any type of constructions where a process is described from the point of view of its activation. So it expresses an inner activation principle. Being "inner" corresponds to the schematic dimension, being "agentive" to the intentional one. But both are intimately correlated and coactive in every instance, even when it corresponds to no specific local thematic or referential intuition.
The case of SUR (ON)
A very sketchy analysis allows us to distinguish the following configurations :
4.3.1. A 'region SUR' constructed at the level of predication ÊÊETRE SUR (« to be on »), i.e. a construction of a site based on the connection [Preposition + Nominal], localization of the noun subject, and the contact enabled by the predicat :
(1) Le livre est sur la In other cases, the 'region ON ' is established by the context of the sentence, which allows for an adjustement or requalification of lexical and syntactic expectations. The motif "contact" is permitted and enabled by the predicate. As opposed to a table or a sidewalk, an armchair is not a priori an acceptable object for the predicate ETRE SUR (« to be on »). The requalification is facilitated by the specific reference. Still, there is a simple correlation between a topological notion and a uniquevocal localization in the thematic space.
4.3.3. However, this correlation is nullified, or made more complex, by many other uses with spatial implications. It may happen that the prepositional phrase does not localize the subject of the sentence.
(5) Pierre joue avec sa poupée sur la Nothing indicates that the referent of 'Pierre' is localized by the 'region ON' (on the table, on the balcony). In fact, the contrary is noticably more likely.
4.3.5. The 'region ON' no longer has determined spatial limits at the etic level. Following examples are quite particular to French, in which we can hypothesize that the motif is further developed. Here, the preposition SUR is used in the construction of "functional spaces" (zones specified only in the domain of the predication) and not of physical spaces, but the topological instruction of contact is preserved . 4.3.6. The motif of 'contact', which, based on the preceeding examples, we might believe to be simply topological, can actually be easily requalified with new interpretative effects for which the spatial inferences are decreasingly concrete, proving itself to be inseparable from temporal and qualitative modulations (Dendale & De Mulder, 1997 , whence the following examples) :
-support (weight or imminence).
(9) Une menace planait sur la ville (A threat hovered on?/over the town).
-foundation (assessment).
(10) Juger les gens sur l'apparence (To judge people on?/by their appearance).
(11) Il fut condamné sur de faux témoignages (He was convicted on false testimony).
-covering.
(12) La couverture est sur la -visibility, immediate access ( as opposed to inclusion which would signify dependance, interposition of a border or a screen).
(15) Il y a un trou sur ta manche (There is a hole *on/in your sleeve.)
Semantic cues « support » and/or « foundation » can be extended easily to uses that are definitively "non spatial" as in: Or even:
(19) Sur cette question, Pierre n'a rien à dire (On this issue, Pierre has nothing to say).
Here the motif of contact is invested in a thematic zoning, which can be specified only in the domain opened by the predication or the introductor nominal argument. Let us also remember the temporal uses differentially specifiable, which emerge from the motif of contact In compter sur ses amis ("to count on ones friends"), miser sur le bon cheval ("bet on the right horse »), without entirely abandonning a certain value of 'to lean on', a modulation of the original motif, " the preposition is requalified as a rectional marker (grammaticalization).
v These examples not only invalidate purely spatial and physical explanations of SUR. They also weaken explanations based on abstract topological schemas, which often seem artificial and demand further qualifications which call into doubt their validity. Above all, this type of schematics does not provide operable explanations, and as a result doesn't explain why only certain values and not others are called upon (by interaction with the surrounding lexical material, as we say). What's missing here is the possibility of recognizing the affinity and interrelation of these different values, which we would like to stabilize by way of lexicogrammatical motifs. In this way, the topological instruction, even when purely configurational and despatialized (i.e. conceived independantly of the perceived space) seems to flag behind a richer, more open definition-delimitation of two 'segments' or 'phases' as they are construed during any type of contact. Compared to the image of 'surface' often invoked (geometrical notion), or to that of 'height' (Weinrich 1989) , this motif of 'contact' would have the same statue as that of 'coalescence' for EN, or of 'means' in the case for PAR . Beyond its dynamique value it also offers a statique characteristic which provides a border or a stabilized variation (localization, support) but it is fundamentally an aspectual motif, intentional in aim and in practice. At once a motif of exploitation and of valorisation of this contact by a type of immediate interaction (leaning, rebounding, perlaboration), giving the values of objective, imminence, achievment, effect, transition, cause and effect. Its configurational expression, once fully deployed, includes an axial orientation of momentum, another transversal orientation for the contact zone and the exteriority maintained between the two phases thus delimited. (if the contact zone is in fact the topological frontier of the access zone, it is still not appropriated as its border, but remains 'exterior' ). Localization can certainly be explained in euclidean terms : surface, height, width, etc. But the diversity of possible instances of localization (the rich variety of contributing elements) calls for dimensions which are more dynamic (force, figure/background) compared to the more configurational ones. In the phrase cup on the table, we might emphasize the importance of [bearing-weight] . In bandage on the arm, drawing on the wall handle on the door, apple on the branch, ON constitutes the sight as a [background] , which guarantees a [detachability] for the figure, regardless of any more objective relations with the object/surface.
The case of SOUS
One can uncover five « experiental types » (evidently a nice example of a « family resemblance » in the wittgensteinian sense):
-low position : sous la These uses involve a co-adjustement of the values selected from the NPs assigned by the preposition, and in some cases by the introductory element (see the example of snow). Together they evoke family resemblances of covering, protection, inaccessability, exposure to, and dependence upon, in varying degrees of explicitness ? Among the notions evoked above, certain seem more oriented to a topological schematic pole (surface constructed by the PP which establishes an interior space based on that boundary. The others closer to a more « instructional » pole (Cadiot 1999) which consists of the more dynamic values, aspectualised by a quasi praxeological perspective (no exit dynamic , opening blocked) indexed on the ambivalence of the situation (covering vs. exposed). Articulating these two poles of the boundary, which remains separate from the interior space, is just the configurational expression of this blocking and ambivalent. As in the case of SUR, this complex motif is diversely profiled and stabilized : by valorization, specification, or on the contrary inhibition, retreat, aspectualization of the different values it unifies.
The case of AGAINST
Let's note the following four « experiential types » :
-Proximity with contact : « s'appuyer contre le mur » (leaning against a wall ). For AGAINST we propose a motif instituting the affinity of opposition and reconciliation (force/counter-force, posing/opposing). This motif is sustainable, up to a certain point, in a kantian schematic framework, which could be capable of reflecting relational categories like [force] in a plurality of spaces (not necessarily physical). But we insist again that this motifschema must be modulated and specified in accordance with plausible profiles. As a result values such as [counter-force] or [dynamic coming together] can disappear almost completely from the profile. Even when so « virtualized » as in Sofa against the wall they remain as a motivation for the internal perspective or 'aspect' of the dynamic.
By way of conclusion

